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Introduction

Welcome to JU’s
Second Magazine issue.
AL JADA is the voice of Jumeira University and is published twice a year.
You may ask why or how we chose the name “Al Jada: meaning rain in Arabic” as the
masthead for our JU publication. Well, because rain gratifyingly brings constant
nourishment and prosperity to its land. We at JU are committed to ensuring perpetual
aspiration and goodness to our students by embarking them on a journey to a
successful future.
“Rain” symbolizes a new horizon, a new beginning for students to shape a better
upcoming for themselves, with the hope to continue life-learning experiences,
founded on authenticity, transparency, and excellence. JU sets a strong base for our
students, devoted to providing a solid learning platform founded on practical
knowledge, professionalism, and core competencies. We are dedicated to fostering
the key skills and practices needed for students to reach the cornerstone of their
success while embracing the traditions and values, and advocating for the common
good.
Al Jada will highlight JU’s Faculty, Staff, Students, and Alumni news including their
development, achievements, and success stories in the various sections provided by
Al JADA.
We hope that you find this newsletter beneficial and that the resources available are
of great value and interest. We appreciate your suggestions and input for future issues
of Al Jada.
Enjoy reading “Al Jada” and do send us your suggestions and comments to
cacr.office@ju.ac.ae

JU News

Pakistani Consul Visits
JU for an MOU signing
The MOU aims to benefit and support the
On the 20th of June
Pakistani community living in UAE with their
2021, His Excellency
higher education journey by providing
Mr. Ahmed Amjad Ali
unique scholarships and various benefits.
the Consul General of
Additional collaborations were
Pakistan in Dubai
discussed during the meeting,and
visited JU campus to
both sides will study those
sign a memorandum
further during the 2021-2022
of understanding
academic year.
with the presence of
Dr. Eli Hamadimann, the Program Director – College of Business
at JU, and Mr. Mohamed Helmi the Enrollment Manager.

JU & Bukhatir Group Discuss
a potential Partnership
After collaborating with multiple schools managed
by Bukhatir Education Advancement and
Management International (Beam), JU team has
discussed a potential partnership with the entire
group, which would cover all their schools in the
UAE. Beam is most widely known for its excellence
in operating Creative Science Schools across Dubai
and Sharjah. Their British and American curriculum
schools operate under the banner of the
International School of Creative Science and
American School of Creative Science respectively.
Beam has rapidly expanded its footprint and offerings across the UAE. In
keeping with the tradition of “Excellence Rooted in Values”, which resonates
and aligns with JU’s vision and values.

JU News

Egyptian Cultural Attaché
Visits JU to Discuss
a Partnership
The Egyptian Cultural Attaché, Dr. Mohammed Badri
visited Jumeira University in August 2021 to discuss various
collaboration opportunities between the Egyptian Cultural Office in the UAE and
Jumeira University as well as collaborations between JU & major universities in
Egypt. The two parties have been preparing for MOU agreements, which will
outline multiple mutual benefits for all.

JU Team Visits
Pakistan Association Dubai
to Sign an MOU
The JU team attended a signing of
an MOU agreement with The
Pakistan Association Dubai to promote education and training opportunities, as
well as scholarships for Pakistani students. The partnership gives multiple
internship opportunities for JU students.

JU Alumni Association
Launching Soon

JU Alumni Association
راﺑﻄﺔ ﺧﺮﻳﺠﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺟﻤﻴﺮا

The JU team is excited to announce the launch of the JU Alumni Association very
soon. The idea of implementing an Alumni Engagement Platform came from JU’s
interest in maintaining its relations with JU Alumni. The platform will connect JU’s
alumni with the industry by being aware of the latest career opportunities and the
latest technology and trends in the market. The members will also have an access
to professional career advising workshops where JU’s career advisors will guide
them through the best practices of writing a CV, building a LinkedIn profile,
submitting job applications, interview techniques as well as best practices and tips
for entrepreneurs to help them start their own business. Stay tuned for additional
information on the advantages of joining and how to nominate yourself for the
leadership team. More information on the platform, membership, benefits, and how
to apply will be announced soon.

JU News

Congratulating Class of
2021 on their Graduation
Mohamed Sahel

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Safaana Pazheri

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Baian Dabis

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Abdol Rahman Naji

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Fatima AlMarzooqi

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Hisham Rahman

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Arwa Faracheh

BSc in Environmental Health

Mariem Boulellou

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Batoul Haj Bakri

BSc in Environmental Health

Alaa Al Shalabi

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Athaba Kharbash

BA in E- Management

Bahia Qasem

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Mohammed Al Haj

BA in Islamic Banking & Finance

Hamza Adem

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Fatma Al Arti

BEd in Early Childhood

Abdulla Al Obeidli

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Lamya Khan

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Abdulrahman Alraisi

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Noor Ba Khadher

BEd in Early Childhood

Rabeaa Mira

BSc in Healthcare Management

Ayesha Al Zahid

BA in E- Management

Fatima Moustafa

BSc in Healthcare Management

Sara Al Shoubaki

BEd in Early Childhood

Rama Idriss

BSc in Healthcare Management

Arwa Al Riyashi

BEd in Early Childhood

Aaeeshah Khedr

BSc in Healthcare Management

Ola Al Darwish

BSc in Healthcare Management

Mariyam Ahmed

BEd in Early Childhood

Alaa Mustafa

BSc in Environmental Health

Hadeel Qaid

BSc in Healthcare Management

Asma Al Balushi

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Marwa Shangab

BSc in Healthcare Management

Salma Ismail

BA in Islamic Banking & Finance

Fatima Hassan

BSc in Environmental Health

Ghousia Fathima

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Tasneem DAQAQ

BSc in Healthcare Management

Abir Kamali

BSc in Healthcare Management

Ali Mallahi

BA in E- Management

Mohammed Ali

BA in E- Management

Salima Mecid

BEd in Early Childhood

Sumaya Almheiri

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Mohamad Koniali

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Leena AL Mheirat

BEd in Early Childhood

Ulla Al Alwani

BSc in Healthcare Management

Marwah Mubarak

BA in E- Management

Mubark Alzarooni

BA in E- Management

Yumna Abushawish

BA in E- Management

Ishak Taleb

BA in E- Management

Amani Al- Dhaibani

BA in E- Management

Ahmad Lodha

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Jawaher Murad Ali

BA in E- Management

Shaima Al -Ahdal

BSc in Healthcare Management

Doaa Al Shamma

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Zahra Fouzer

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Ahmad Hamad

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

Yosra Sowdagar

Bachelor in Islamic Studies

A milestone. It tells you how far you’ve
come. Keep learning, keep trying, keep
accomplishing, and keep venturing on
through your journey. Congratulations!

In the Spotlight

JU Welcomes
New Academic Dean
Professor Steyn
Heckroodt

As an International Thought-leader in
the field of Leadership and Strategic
Thinking; Professor Steyn Heckroodt
provides a wealth of experience and
expertise when it comes to engaging
with global business leaders. As a
Harvard Business School Publishing
Moderator, HBR Author, Dean of
Academic Affairs, Founder and Chief
Thought Leader for Platform for
Connected Leadership, Mr. Heckroodt
leads a strong team of professionals in
shaping the future of Education &
Business.

>>>

Q&A

What are your thoughts about
Education nowadays?
“

Sad to say, but of all industries, education seems to be the one least able to
change and adapt with the times. Even post the COVID Pandemic, as students
return to Campus, little change is provided in both content of what is being
taught, and the delivery thereof.
The higher education system has changed little, other than embracing, to a
more or less extent, the so-called virtual world and other aspects of digitization
in both their delivery, as well as the curriculum content.

“

In the Spotlight

Are the impacts of the
pandemic going to affect the
future of Education
“

?

The current state of the pandemic is not the end
of the world. It can be an overly exciting new chapter
in the world of education. One in which we finally
learn to live with nature, care for it, and put back into it as much as what we take
out. One in which we can change the way we treat one another, not through
functions of our wallets, but empathy from our hearts. But for this, we need a
different approach in higher education, globally.

A lot of how the world looks today is an outcome of what we teach our
future leaders through higher education institutions.

JU Students’ Engagement

JU Students visit the
biggest Air Show Event
JU Students were invited to attend the Dubai Airshow. This was the largest
aerospace trade event to be held globally since the COVID-19 pandemic. Our
students had the opportunity to explore interesting innovations in the aerospace
industry as well as attend multiple keynotes by industry leaders and insightful
career workshops.

JU Students Celebrate
50th National Day
on Campus
Following a long period of distance learning, JU team members were thrilled to hold
JU's first event on campus. The celebration of the UAE’s 50th National Day was a
special joy at JU. We’d like to thank Mr. Abdulla Al Muhairi, JU’s President, for
generously sponsoring this event and we’d like to thank all the students and alumni
who attended, and the volunteers who helped with the setup. It was a fun day filled
with smiles and we are looking forward to more events at JU this year.

JU's 50th

National Day!

JU Extracurricular Activities

JU Team Visits the

Malaysian Pavilion
at Expo 2020 to Discuss
Potential Partnerships
JU Team visited the Malaysian pavilion
at Expo2020 where they had the
opportunity to discuss various
collaboration possibilities with multiple
Malaysian Universities and had an
in-depth discussion with the
Consul-Education Representative- from
the Malaysian Consulate.

Both parties discussed various topics
related to Education collaboration,
scholarly and research activities as well as
outreach programs. Additionally, they
talked about the student experience and
internship exchange programs that could
potentially be run between JU and
Malaysian partners soon.

Reading Corner

Featured Articles from
JU Faculty & Students
Replacing my smartphone
with an Old Nokia

By: Mohamed Shaikh – Faculty – Language Development Academy

I don’t know how long this has been going on, but I find myself being
aware that I have sudden urges to check my phone. It comes every 5
minutes. Like a slow wave, consistent and sneaky.
It’s way past my bedtime in bed, but Manchester United are playing.
Refresh updates and the final score – its 2am! Tomorrow is going to
be a struggle.
I can hear the kids running around the house, need to check the time.
Reach for my phone and before I know it, an hour has passed. I have
checked all my messages, caught up on the news, checked my emails
and watched some mindless videos on snapchat/ tiktok before
getting out of bed. During breakfast, my head is in the phone. More
news articles, more video shorts and more content.
I realize I haven’t looked at my two young children this morning. I
have given them the least attention today but they don’t mind. One is
watching Netflix whilst the other is on the iPad. Their mum too is on
the phone, browsing, shopping, looking for the next thing to do.
This is a typical scene in today’s society. In 2021, the average US adult
spent 3 hours and 43 minutes a day on mobile devices. That marked
the first time that the time spent on mobile exceeded the time spent
watching television, which came in at 3 hours and 35 minutes.
This divide is expected to further widen over the next two years, with
time spent on mobile devices forecast to hit just under four hours (3
hours and 54 minutes) by 2022, compared to 3 hours and 22 minutes
of television time.
So the question is, how much of this is changing our relationships?
With our spouses, parents, kids, friends and colleagues? How do you
feel when the person you are with is constantly checking their phone?
One thing is for sure, there is no one answer. For me though, I have
toyed with the idea of giving up smart phones and replacing it with
an old Nokia! But this too, is easier said than done.

Reading Corner

How to make a
good first impression
By: Cham AlChaar - Student

Sometimes we say something that leaves people with a good
impression. It depends on our behavior and the way we talk. To
make sure that you make a good impression in your first
interaction, you must follow some steps.
Actually, we do not have to pretend, instead we need to act normal
and be ourselves comfortably without making a bad impression or
doing things that make people turn away from us or feel
discomfort.
First of all, if you have an interview you must be on time as delays
and excuses create a bad impression. Second, speak without
hesitation or fear and with self-confidence. This makes the person
in front of you enjoy hearing you speak. Third, pay attention to
facial gestures and keeping eye contact. It means when you are
conversing with someone show positive energy.
In addition to eye contact, the eyes have a big role in how much
you care and respect the person in front of you.
Finally, in my opinion, it is easy to make a good impression when
your intentions are genuine because it does not require any effort
from you, but on the other hand, if you have negative energy, it can
affect you negatively and makes you act unbalanced which can
leave a bad first impression.
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